Next Stop: Grand Central Terminal!

Join with Urban Historian Justin Ferate to discover the newly revitalized Grand Central Terminal! In recent years Grand Central has undergone a tremendous $300 million dollar restoration and renovation. Learn the history and lore. Rediscover parts of Grand Central that have been lost for decades! Discover for yourself the legendary mysteries of the Whispering Gallery! Discover such neighborhood landmarks as the monumental Chrysler Building – designed to be part of “Grand Central Terminal City.”

The AAA Guide to New York honored Justin Ferate’s tour of Grand Central Terminal as "New York’s Best Walking Tour!"

Date: Tuesday, May 24, 2016
Meet: Inside the Atrium of 120 Park Avenue, located on the southwest corner of Park Avenue and 42nd Street (former Altria Building). There are benches, tables, and chairs in the Atrium for those who arrive early. **This building is across the street from the main entrance to Grand Central Terminal.**
Time: 3:00 PM – 5:15/5:30 PM
Train: From JTS: At Broadway and 116th Street, take the Downtown #1 Local Train to 96th Street. Walk across the platform to the #3 or #4 Downtown Express Trains. Take the train to Times Square and follow the signs to the S (Shuttle) Train. Take the S (Shuttle) Train one Stop to Grand Central.
Other Trains: 4, 5, 6, 7 to Grand Central
Leader: Justin Ferate, Urban Historian
Limit: Tour is limited to 25 participants.

Tour leader and New York Historian, Justin Ferate, was honored by New York's Governor George Pataki and the New York State Tourism Council as “New York’s Most Engaging Tour Guide.” The AAA Guide to New York City honored Justin Ferate’s tour of Grand Central Terminal as “New York’s Best Walking Tour!”